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Page 1: Title, subtitle, main photo, romance,
construction notes. First paragraph about design
inspiration, yarn, colors, and styling. Second
paragraph describe each step of the construction,
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GAUGE

Gauge over 4 inches/10 cm in main stitch patterns
with needle size and after blocking
22 sts and 28 rounds = 4 inches/10 cm in Stockinette
Stitch in the round with larger needles after blocking

ABBREVIATIONS & TECHNIQUES

SIZING
Sizes 1 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12)
Make the middle 3 sizes out of 9 or 4 sizes out of 12
bold throughout the pattern.
FINISHED CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE
31.5 (34.5, 37.5, 40.5, 43.75, 46.75, 49.75, 53, 56, 59,
62.25, 65.25) inches/79 (86.5, 94, 101.5, 109.5, 117,
124.5, 132.5, 140, 147.5, 155.5, 163) cm
Sweater is designed to be worn with 2 to 4 inches/5 to
10 cm positive ease. See schematic on page x for
detailed measurements.

MATERIALS
YARN
yds/m for each size, add 10%, multiply yds by .914 for
meters

Abbreviations in bracketed text box taken from
abbreviations list. Try to make all abbreviations fit on
the information page. Eliminate any abbreviations
that are only used once or twice. Explanation of
techniques used and links to tutorials.

Page 3: Pattern

PATTERN SECTION
SUB-SECTION

SPECIFIC SIZES/ALL SIZES
Change yarn or needle
Order of operations: Needle size and length, yarn,
place to start picking up stitches or type of cast on.

BACK

Weight and fiber content

With larger circular needle, MC and waste yarn, use
the invisible provisional cast on to cast on 20 sts.

Approximately 800, (900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600) yds/780, (810, 900, 990, 1080, 1170,
1370, 1460) m fingering weight wool yarn.

With smaller circular needle, 2 strands of yarn held
together, and RS facing, beginning at lower left front
edge pick up and knit 40 sts.

Yarn label information for yarn used formatted as
follows

Work x times.

Sample shown in Geilsk Tynd Uld: 100% Wool, 315
yds/288 m per 1.75 oz/50 g; 5 (6, 6, 7, 7, 8) balls color
#39 for MC

Repeat Decrease row x times—x sts total.

NEEDLES
Size and length in inches and cm and where that
needle is used.
US 6/4 mm or size needed to obtain gauge, 24 inch/60
cm or 32 inch/80 cm circular needle for working the
body, and double-pointed needles or magic loop
needle for sleeves.
US 4/3.5 mm 2 sizes/.5 mm smaller than gauge needle,
double-pointed needles or magic loop needle for
working ribbed cuffs and neckband.
NOTIONS
Buttons

Repeat x times—rows total.
Work 20 rounds in k2, p2 rib. Piece measures 3
inches/7.5 cm.
Round 1: k1, p1.

Round 2: knit.
Repeat the last 2 rounds 5 more times—12 rounds
total. Piece measures 1¾ inches/4 cm.

ARMHOLE SHAPING
Decrease row (RS): k2, k2tog, knit to last 4 sts, k2tog,
k2—4 sts decreased.
Next row (WS) and all following WS rows: purl.

Repeat the Decrease row every 20 (10, 10, 10, 10, 11,
10, 10, 4, 5, 4, 4)th
Knit and purl are spelled out when they are not
followed by a number.

Stitch markers
Waste yarn or stitch holders
Crochet hook the same size as gauge needle

Work 21 rows even in pattern as set ending with a WS
row. Piece measures 3 inches/7.5 cm.
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Round 4 (decrease round): *work next round of
Squares Pattern to marker, slip marker, ssk, purl to 2
sts before marker, k2tog, slip marker; repeat from * 1
more time—4 sts decreased.
Repeat Decrease Row every 4th row 5 (5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 7,
7, 7) more times. 72 (76, 80, 84, 88, 92) sts.
Work 12 (14, 16, 18, 20, 22) sts in Rib, pm, k5 (6, 7, 8, 9,
10).
Stitch counts after each increase/decrease section.
Use square brackets for short repeats, asterisks for
longer or nested repeats.
*K2, p2; repeat from * to last 2 sts, k2.
K3, *[k2tog] 3 times, [k1, yo] 6 times, [k2tog] 3 times;
repeat from * 2 more times, k3.
Use first, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc. for ordinal numbers
1, 2, 3 more times
Last page: Finishing and blocking directions,
schematic, designer profile.

FINISHING
Bind off row: k2, pass first st over second, *k1, pass
first st over second; repeat from * to end.
Sew on buttons, weave in ends.
Wash as directed on yarn label and block to
schematic measurements.
Schematic and measurements in inches and cm

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Capitalize the names of stitch patterns and sweater
sections. Stockinette Stitch, Garter Stitch, Front,
Back, Sleeve.
All measurements in inches and cm rounded to the
nearest ¼ inch and .5 cm. Multiply inches by 2.5 for
cm. (4 inches = 10 cm)
No space before/after virgule.
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ABBREVIATIONS &
TECHNIQUES

M1R: make 1 right; with left needle,
lift the yarn between the needles
from the back, knit into the front of
this loop

ssp: left leaning decrease; slip next 2
stitches one at a time as if to knit,
return stitches to left needle and purl
2 together through back loops

cm: centimeters

M1R (M1Rp): make 1 right (make 1
right purl); with left needle, lift the
yarn between the needles from the
back, knit (purl) into the front of this
loop

sssk: left leaning double decrease;
slip next 3 sts one at a time as if to
knit, return stitches to left needle and
knit 3 together through back loops

cn: cable needle

MC: main color

dpn(s): double-pointed needles

p: purl

tbl: through back loop(s)

BOR: beginning of round
2/2 LC: 2 over 2 left cable
2/2 RC: 2 over 2 right cable
CC: contrast color

ds: double stitch (German Short
p1b: purl 1 in the row below
Rows); slip stitch as if to purl with
p2tog: right leaning dec; purl 2
yarn in front, pull yarn up and to back together
of work creating the double stitch
p1 tbl: purl 1 through back loop
g: grams
patt: pattern
k: knit
pfb: purl 1 front and back
k1b: knit 1 in the row below
psso: pass slipped stitch over
k1 tbl: knit 1 through back loop
purlwise: as if to purl
k2tog: right leaning dec; knit 2
RS: right side; the outside of the
together
garment
kfb: knit 1 front and back
sl1: slip 1 purlwise
knitwise: as if to knit
sl1-k2tog-psso: double decrease; slip
kyok: knit 1, yarn over, knit 1, all in
1 stitch as if to knit, knit 2 together,
same stitch
pass slipped stitch over
M1L: make 1 left; with left needle, lift sl2-k1-p2sso: centered double
the yarn between the needles from
decrease; slip 2 stitches as if to knit 2
the front, knit into the back of this
together, knit 1, pass 2 slipped
loop
stitches over
M1L (M1Lp): make 1 left (make 1 left
purl); with left needle, lift the yarn
between the needles from the front,
knit (purl) into the back of this loop

st(s): stitch; stitches
w&t: wrap and turn; slip the next
stitch purlwise, move the yarn
between the needles, replace the
slipped stitch on left needle, turn

WS: wrong side; the inside of a
garment
wyb: with yarn back
wyf: with yarn forward
yd(s): yard(s)
yo: yarn over
yo2: double yarn over; yarn over
needle 2 times

ssk: left leaning dec; slip next 2
stitches one at a time as if to knit,
return to left needle and knit 2
together through back loops
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